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360T goes live with MDX Technology
- enables posting of market data from Excel

22nd November 2016 – London - MDX, a leading provider of real-time data distribution solutions to the
trading community, is very pleased to announce that 360T, Deutsche Börse’s powerhouse for FX and
independent global provider of a multi-bank, multi-asset trading platform, has recently gone live with MDX
Technology. The partnership was formed to satisfy the needs of 360T's clients to post market data from Excel
to the trading engine which then creates tradable rates and has seen 360T leveraging MDX’s integration
expertise with Excel and deploying MDX’s components in its latest release (version 3.22).

By integrating MDX’s components, 360T now offers its clients the ability to post market data directly from
Excel to 360T’s trading platform which will then create tradable rates based on that market data.

Paul Watmough, CEO and Co-founder, MDX Technology Ltd., said "Excel remains ubiquitous across the
trading community regardless of asset class. We are seeing consistent demand from the clients of trading
venues like 360T to provide them with a high performance bi-directional interface to Excel to visualise
market data and increasingly to be able to interact with the trading venue to post tradeable prices, orders,
etc.".

Mathew Kuppe, Managing Director, 360T Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd., said "We selected MDX from a range of
vendors due to their flexible offering, ease of integration and support. The initial use cases have been
implemented to allow for market data to be contributed to our pricing engine. This is already a scenario
identified by a number of bank clients globally that are interested to contribute both onshore currency rates
and forward curves to our pricing engine for creating tradable rates for their clients. ".

--- END ---

About MDX Technology Ltd
For any business function, like trading, that has the need to subscribe to, share or publish data to any internal
or external destination, MDX offers highly flexible bi-directional data distribution and collaboration solutions
that gets your data to where you want it, on time, every time! Unlike many legacy data distribution
platforms, MDX is rapidly deployable, on premises or in the cloud, minimising the total cost of ownership
and maximising the value of your data. Our proven solutions, developed by the industry’s leading experts in
this field, are already in use within some of the world’s premier trading institutions. They are recognised as
being one of the most robust and reliable data distribution systems on the market today. MDX Technology
is privately owned and headquartered in London, with sales and customer support representation in all the
major financial centres, either directly or via a trusted international partner network. Further information:
www.mdxtechnology.com.

About 360T Group
360T is an independent and globally-established trading venue. As Deutsche Börse Group’s powerhouse for
FX, 360T provides a web-based trading technology for over-the-counter (OTC) instruments, integration
solutions and related services. Since its inception in 2000, the company has developed and maintained a
state-of-the-art multi-bank portal for foreign exchange, cash and money market products and FX/interest
rate derivatives.

360T’s secure global transaction network enables clients to trade with greater transparency and enhanced
control at every stage of the trading lifecycle. The company also offers licensing of a hosted white labelled
trading technology between a scalable group of price-takers and either proprietary price providers or a rich
choice of back-to-back liquidity sources. 360T’s buy-side clients are national and multinational corporate
treasuries, institutional clients (asset managers, hedge funds, commodity trading advisors), broker/dealers
and banks. The company is authorized under German law and regulated by the German Federal Financial
Supervisory Authority (BaFin).

Headquartered in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, 360T maintains subsidiaries in New York (360 Trading
Networks Inc), Singapore (360T Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.), India (ThreeSixty Trading Networks (India) Pvt Ltd) and
Dubai (360 Trading Networks LLC).

Further information: www.360t.com.
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